Don’t put all your eggs in one basket: a cost-effective and powerful method to optimize primer choice for rRNA environmental community analyses using the Fluidigm Access Array
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Abstract

With the increasing democratization of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies, along with the concomitant increase in sequence yield per dollar, many researchers are exploring HTS for microbial community ecology. Many elements of experimental design can drastically affect the final observed community structure, notably the choice of primers for amplification prior to sequencing. Some targeted microbes can fail to amplify due to primer-targeted sequence divergence and be omitted from obtained sequences, leading to differences among primer pairs in the sequenced organisms even when targeting the same community. This potential source of taxonomic bias in HTS makes it prudent to investigate how primer choice will affect the sequenced community prior to investing in a costly community-wide sequencing effort. Here, we use Fluidigm’s microfluidic Access Arrays (IFC) followed by Illumina MiSeq Nano sequencing on a culture-derived local mock community to demonstrate how this approach allows for a low-cost combinatorial investigation of primer pairs and experimental samples (up to 48 primer pairs and 48 samples) to determine the most effective primers that maximize obtained communities whilst minimizing taxonomic biases.
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Introduction

Microbial molecular ecology has undergone massive technological advancements in the last decade, allowing for deeper and ultra-high-throughput sequencing. This ability to directly interrogate microbial communities using locus-targeted sequencing of environmental DNA without relying on time-consuming and potentially biased culturing techniques has transformed our understanding of the hyperdiversity and basic ecology of microbial communities (Sogin et al. 2006; Jumpponen & Jones 2009). Although methodological obstacles in community sequencing are numerous including polymerase choice (Oliver et al. 2015), computational limitations (Schloss et al. 2009) and algorithm choice (Schmidt et al. 2015), one important aspect of experimental design remains insufficiently examined: the choice of the most efficient primers for amplification of environmental DNA.

Most often, researchers use oligonucleotide primers to amplify and sequence target regions of the genomes, focusing on regions that are both conserved enough to be recognized as orthologous, but also variable enough among species (and invariable enough within species) to be diagnostic to lower taxonomic ranks (see Lindahl et al. 2013). Ideal primers (i.e. universal primers) must reliably amplify all target taxa with similar efficiencies (e.g. 100% efficiency indicates absolute doubling of template DNA per cycle), enabling quantification of the microorganisms present in DNA extracted directly from the environment. Particularly challenging is the design of primers targeting fungi as fungi have diverged relatively recently from other Eukaryotes (i.e. they have similar target sequences), as compared to bacteria or archaea (Hugenholtz & Pace 1996); therefore, ‘nontarget amplification’ of other Eukaryotes during fungal amplification is common (Brown et al. 2015a,b). Primers also might introduce biases due to differential amplification efficiencies of different fungal groups (Bellemain et al. 2010; Ihrmark et al. 2012), a problem common to all environmental
sequencing. The preferential amplification of certain organismal groups over others in mixed environmental DNA produces an inferred community that is not representative of the environmental DNA template (Anderson & Cairney 2004), as final taxonomic distributions will be skewed towards the direction of the bias. Such bias has important implications for estimating total community diversity as well as abundances of particular taxonomic units.

Regions within the rRNA repeat are most often the targets for fungal community sequencing. The conventional wisdom is that the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions are superior targets for measurements of biodiversity, whereas targets on the large subunit (LSU) are superior if the aim of a study will incorporate phylogenetic measures such as queries on phylogenetic diversity. The ITS regions have been designated at the official fungal barcode (see Seifert 2009; Schoch & Seifert 2012; Schoch et al. 2012) to be used for taxonomic identification and phylogenetic placement of single organism samples. Consequently, ITS gene targets are well represented in the global genetic repositories of vouchered and cultured specimens, facilitating positive taxonomic identification of unknown samples (Köljalg et al. 2013; Lindahl et al. 2013; however, this barcoding initiative was not optimized to handle mixed environmental DNA. The ITS region for fungi is not amenable to global multiple sequence alignments at taxonomic ranks higher than Genus due to extreme interspecific sequence hypervariability (Nilsson et al. 2008, 2012; Köljalg et al. 2013). Because of this, ITS regions prohibit robust integration of evolutionary hypotheses into a community analysis framework such as queries on community phylogenetic diversity (Brown & Jumpponen 2015). Given these limitations with ITS regions, LSU regions are gaining support for locus-targeted studies (Weber et al. 2013; Lothamer et al. 2014; Porras-Alfaro et al. 2014). The LSU is globally alignable and, moreover, the secondary structure afforded by multiple sequence alignments may support improved operational taxonomic unit (OTU) binning performance (Schloss 2013). Both ITS and LSU can successfully elucidate community ecological shifts in the queried community (Brown et al. 2014).

In addition to the difficult choice of ITS vs. LSU, many of the fungal primers commonly used for community sequencing were designed using a relatively small taxonomic pool and/or were chosen to maximize amplification of individual organismal samples rather than a mixed template. For example, the commonly used fungal primer ITS1f, which targets the internal transcribed spacer 1 (ITS1; Gardes & Bruns 1993), was designed using nine fungal sequences, six of which belonged to the same Order (Boletales). Primers targeting the ITS regions have been found to amplify some non-dikarya fungi poorly (Bellemain et al. 2010), including the Glomeromycota (Renker et al. 2003) and the zoosporic fungi (Marano et al. 2012); even when present in the environment, these taxa may be rarely detected in sequence-based ecology. The limited taxonomic scope in the design of common fungal universal primers has led to a concerted effort to design new primers that reduce taxonomic biases in next-generation sequencing studies (see Ihrmark et al. 2012; Toju et al. 2012; Mueller et al. 2016). These newer ‘universal’ primers might be better at capturing a more representative fungal community; nevertheless, primers cannot be tested against all fungal groups and still might suffer from unforeseen amplification biases.

One way to investigate the suitability of different primers prior to sequencing of environmental DNA is to apply a community sequencing framework to a mock community of ‘local’ taxa. That is, a mock community made up of isolates that are collected directly from and concurrently with samples collected for environmental microbial community analyses. The use of a mock community is not limited to fungal community analyses and is suitable for any targeted organismal groups for which individuals can be cultured. Many locus-targeted community sequencing efforts utilize a mock community (see Amend et al. 2010; Caporaso et al. 2011; Bokulich et al. 2013; Nguyen et al. 2015); however, these are generally included to optimize OTU clustering parameters rather than to inform primer selection. Previous attempts to utilize a mock community to inform primer decision have been conducted using in silico tests to predict how thoroughly a primer pair will amplify a targeted region (Bokulich & Mills 2013). Whilst in silico methods are a powerful way to provide insight on primer efficacy, they are subject to insufficient database representation in the global genetic repositories. Most mock communities to date have consisted of commercial cultures or cultures from taxa that have a large global genetic database presence (Bokulich et al. 2013). As these local organisms are isolated in parallel with environmental sampling, the cultures represent a subset of the potential OTUs captured through culture-independent analyses (Xu et al. 2012) and are likely to be affected by the same primer-induced amplification biases as the targeted environmental samples. Of note, culture-dependent and culture-independent methods do not generate completely overlapping taxa (see Vaz-Moreira et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2012; Jumpponen et al. 2015), and thus even a local mock community may not address bias in the uncultured community members. However, local mock communities might have particular power to detect community-wide primer biases that would otherwise go undetected and to facilitate an informed decision on primer selection for maximum capture of targeted microbes.
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The Fluidigm Access Array system (www.fluidigm.com) utilizes integrated fluidic circuits (IFC) and microfluidic methods to automate amplicon production for next-generation sequencing by combining template DNA (48-sample capacity) with up to 48 different primer pairs whilst conducting parallel PCRs in a fully enclosed environment – thus also reducing potential laboratory contamination sources and/or human-induced reagent addition errors (see Carlsten et al. 2012; Weiss et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2015 for discussions of possible human or laboratory contamination). The Fluidigm Access Array was developed to facilitate single-cell isolation for genomic resequencing efforts, but allows for a cost-effective method to amplify different target regions from multiple samples in parallel. Among other uses, Fluidigm could be used to amplify multiple taxonomically informative gene regions from isolates to expedite downstream phylogenetic analyses (Ferrer, in prep).

Here, we demonstrate the use of Fluidigm technology in conjunction with Illumina MiSeq Nano sequencing as an efficient test of primer suitability for community sequencing. In this example, we focus on optimizing primer selection for fungal community analysis, but this approach is also relevant for communities of bacteria and archaea. We first generated community DNA from a mock community assembled from an extensive single spore isolate culture collection, then amplified this mock community with several ITS and LSU primer combinations to optimize primer selection in preparation for an upcoming full-scale interrogation of environmental samples. We then ask: 1) Which primer sets result in the most unbiased representation of the mock community’s taxonomic distribution, and, 2) Which primer sets result in the best representation of the mock community’s richness? Our study demonstrates the utility of pairing a carefully designed local mock community with empirical assessment of primer efficacy for troubleshooting environmental sequencing studies in community ecology.

Materials and methods

Sampling and sequencing of local mock community

We used fungal communities inhabiting submerged wood, which were collected as part of a larger experiment to assess both the assembly of microbial communities across a salinity gradient on Coiba Island, Coiba National Park, Panama (7°28′N, 81°47′W) (Brown et al., in prep), and to describe and catalog fungal biodiversity through a massive culturing effort (Ferrer et al., in prep). Briefly, replicate sections of branch wood from Guazuma ulmifolia Lam. trees (Family Malvaceae, commonly called West Indian Elm) of 30 cm length and 2 cm diameter were anchored to the bottom of three rivers across four salinity gradients from fresh water to open ocean and sampled by removing three replicates every ca. 3 months for total genomic extraction and moist-chamber incubation.

Wood samples were placed in moist chambers consisting of a plastic box layered at the base with sterile damp absorbent paper. Samples were examined for fruiting bodies after collection using a compound microscope. Cultures were obtained from single spores placed on antibiotic water agar (0.5 mg streptomycin sulphate, 0.5 mg penicillin G, 18 g agar, 1L distilled water). Germinating spores were transferred onto potato dextrose agar (PDA). Fungal mycelia were scraped from axenic PDA cultures and DNA was extracted (DNAeasy Plant Mini Kit; Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) as per the manufacturer’s protocol. In all, genomic DNA was extracted from a total of 180 unique fungal isolates. To characterize our local mock community, isolated genomic DNA of each culture was amplified using the fungal specific primers ITS1f and LR3 (Vilgalys & Hester 1990; Gardes & Bruns 1993, respectively) to target both ITS regions and the first variable domains of the LSU (D1 and D2). A volume of 2 µL of DNA template and 2.5 µL each primer (1 µM) were combined into wells of PuReTaq Ready-To-Go PCR Beads (GE Healthcare Limited, Little Chalfont, UK), and sterile water was added to a total volume of 25 µL. Samples were amplified under the following conditions: 94 °C initial denaturization for 5 min followed by 30 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 50 °C annealing and 72 °C extension followed by an additional final extension time of 10 min at 72 °C. PCR products were subsequently cleaned (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit; Qiagen), sequenced on an AB 3730xl DNA analyser (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), and the resultant sequences were manually trimmed and corrected using the program SEQUENCER (v5.1).

In all, 166 high-quality Sanger sequences were obtained for the mock community (the remaining 14 consistently failed to amplify and were thus omitted from further consideration; these likely result from primer mismatch indicating that, in environmental sequencing surveys, even culturable taxa might be missed). To taxonomically place these mock sequences, obtained sequences were queried against only typified sequences in GenBank (BLASTn); placement along with BLAST score statistics is available in Table S1 (Supporting information). It is important to note that many of these mock community members are likely novel (species descriptions are ongoing), so the taxonomic placement of these mock community members at lower taxonomic ranks (genus, species) is likely to be skewed due to their relatively poor representation in the global genetic repositories of across kingdom Fungi. Familial and Ordinal level identifications are likely to be correct, and thus, we focus
on those. All mock sequences are available in the supplemental information and in GenBank (Accession nos KU535697-KU535859; DRYAD doi:10.5061/dryad.tn6vn).

**Sequencing of the mock community with Fluidigm**

A total of 1 μL of extracted genomic DNA from each mock isolate was homogenized into a single sample to act as a heterogeneous environmental template of the local mock community. We used one column of a microfluidic Fluidigm Access Array IFC chip (the remaining columns were used for unrelated samples) to combine our experimentally derived local mock community with all primer pair combinations along with all necessary PCR reagents. We used the default concentrations and PCR parameters native to Fluidigm (see www.fluidigm.com/documents for details). Amplicons were generated in 30 nL reactions using a two-step PCR protocol (total of 35 PCR cycles: 60 °C annealing temperature and 72 °C extension temperature). Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature]. Primary PCR using native Fluidigm parameters amplified target DNA region using sample-specific primers in addition to Fluidigm-specific amplification primer pads (CS1 and CS2), resulting in targeted amplicons that consist of [CS1-5°72°C extension temperature].

**Table 1** List of ITS and LSU targeting primer pairs used to query mock communities along with the complete primer sequence, melting temperature and targeted divergent domains. Primer names and sequences in bold represent the forward sequencing primer for each pair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted region</th>
<th>Primer pair</th>
<th>Primer sequence</th>
<th>Melting temperature</th>
<th>Targeted divergent domain(s)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ITS</strong></td>
<td>ITS1f</td>
<td>GTGGCTATTAGAGGAAGTAA</td>
<td>49.7°C</td>
<td>ITS1</td>
<td>Gardes &amp; Bruns (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS2</td>
<td>GCTGGTCTCTCATCGATGC</td>
<td>57.0°C</td>
<td>ITS1</td>
<td>White et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS7</td>
<td>GTGARTCATGAATTTTG</td>
<td>47.3°C</td>
<td>ITS2</td>
<td>Ihrmark et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS4</td>
<td>TCCTCCGCTTATGTATGC</td>
<td>52.1°C</td>
<td>ITS2</td>
<td>White et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS3KY2</td>
<td>GATGAAGAACGYAGYRAA</td>
<td>48.4°C</td>
<td>ITS2</td>
<td>Toju et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITS4KY3</td>
<td>CTBTTVCXCTTACCTCG</td>
<td>52.5°C</td>
<td>ITS2</td>
<td>Toju et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LSU</strong></td>
<td>LR0R</td>
<td>CCGCTGACCTAAGCAGATCA</td>
<td>52.7°C</td>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>Vilgalys &amp; Hester (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LR3</td>
<td>CGGTGTTCTAGAACGGG</td>
<td>53.6°C</td>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>Vilgalys &amp; Hester (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LR0R(Rehner)</td>
<td>GTACCGCGCTCAGTAAGGC</td>
<td>53.3°C</td>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>Rehner &amp; Samuels (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nuLSU401</td>
<td>CTTCTCAACAAATTTCACGT</td>
<td>48.7°C</td>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>Dörning et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Primers tested**

Primer choice focused on the two most commonly used gene regions for fungal community analyses – internal transcribed spacer (ITS) and large subunit (LSU) of the ribosomal gene repeat. Primers selected here (see Table 1 for primer sequences melting temperatures and references) include three ITS primer pairs [(ITS1f-ITS2; ITS1), (ITS7-ITS4; ITS2), (ITS3KY2-ITS4KY3; ITS2)] and two LSU primer pairs [(LR0R-LR3; D1 and D2), (LR0R(Rehner)-nuLSU401; D1 and D2), in which the primer combination is followed by the targeted divergent regions in italics. It is important to note that each primer pair tested has different inherent melting temperatures and may thus respond differently during the annealing step when reactions are conducted at a consistent temperature.

**Sequence analyses, bioinformatics and statistics**

Sequences were processed using the program MOTHUR (v.1.33.3; Schloss et al. 2009). The obtained raw sequences were parsed into a forward and reverse fastq file that contained all sequences from the mock community (i.e. containing sequences for every primer pair used). These fastq files were contiged and screened for a minimum of 25-bp overlap of the paired reads, and the resultant file was used to parse these into a fasta file for each primer pair and each sample (five individual fasta files) based on the inclusion of forward and reverse primer sequence (1-bp variation was permissible for inclusion; see Table 1). For two primer pairs, failure to retain at least 70% of initial sequences after contiging was observed due to long amplicon length; these were reanalysed to include only the forward reads for all subsequent analyses [LR0R-LR3 and LR0R(Rehner)-nuLSU401]. These forward reads include full-length variable region D1 and partial D2 on the LSU. The ITS sequences were truncated.
(200 bp) such that all sequences were of equal length to avoid inflating genetic distance calculation prior to implementation of clustering algorithms (Brown et al. 2013). A paired fastq file of raw sequence data has been deposited in the SRA at NCBI (Bioproject PRJNA307545, Run SSR3083895).

We aligned LSU sequences (separately for each primer pair) against a modified LSU alignment based on the Assembling the Fungal Tree of Life (AFTOL) LSU alignment (James et al. 2006) where nonfungal sequences were removed and remaining sequences were de novo aligned using MUSCLE (see Brown et al. 2014). We identified and culled potential chimeras using UCHIME (Edgar et al. 2011) as implemented in MOTHUR. To correct for potential sequencing errors, we then applied pseudo-single-linkage clustering (pre.cluster; Huse et al. 2010).

The truncated ITS sequences were pairwise-aligned (Needleman & Wunsch 1970) to create a genetic distance matrix (separately for each primer pair), whereas the LSU distance matrix was generated from the multiple sequence alignment. The secondary structure generated from aligned LSU sequences improves OTU binning efficiency (Schloss 2013), but as fungal ITS sequences cannot be properly globally aligned, pairwise alignment was used instead. The resultant distance matrices were used to cluster sequences into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at a 97% similarity threshold using the robust average-neighbour method (UPGMA) as implemented in MOTHUR (Schmidt et al. 2015). OTUs that had query coverage value and/or identity values <95% when queried (BLASTn) against a custom database consisting of Sanger sequences of the imputed mock community were considered artefacts of an unknown origin and omitted from further analyses (sequencing of unrelated samples was conducted on the same chip, these artefacts could be derived from tag-switching (Carlsen et al. 2012) or some other unidentified migration of samples across the chip). An annotated list of commands implemented for these analyses is provided as a supplemental file available on DRYAD (doi:10.5061/dryad.tn6vn).

Exploration for systemic taxonomic biases of primer pairs

Representative sequences of each OTU for each primer pair (DRYAD doi:10.5061/dryad.tn6vn) were queried (BLASTn) against the mock community sequences. First, we used a chi-square test of independence to ask whether, on a class level, the proportions of identified classes from each primer pair were significantly different from that of the known mock community. To explore the potential for taxonomic bias on an Order and Family level (chi-square tests on the Order and Family could not be done due to insufficient expected values for each category), we generated collector’s curves using 1000 randomizations in the program ESTIMATES (v.9.1.0; Colwell 2006), affording a visual estimation of the efficacy of each primer set to capture all the Orders and Families from the mock community. All statistics were conducted using a combination of MOTHUR and JMP (v11.0.0; The SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Assessing primer efficiencies in returning mock community richness

To assess the ability of primers to capture the maximum diversity of our mock community, we calculated two richness metrics for each primer pair: (i) observed OTU richness (\(S_{\text{obs}}\)) and (ii) bias-controlled Chao1 estimate of extrapolated minimum richness (estimated richness if every last OTU were able to be accounted for) where \(\text{Chao1} = S_{\text{obs}} + [(n_1(n_1-1))/(2(n_2 + 1))]\) where \(n_1\) is the number of local singleton OTUs, and \(n_2\) is the number of local doubleton OTUs (Chao 1987). Richness metrics were estimated iteratively (1000 runs) at a subsample (without replacement) depth of 500 sequences per iteration as implemented in MOTHUR. Separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) for ITS and LSU regions were used to determine whether primer selection had a significant effect on richness estimators.

Results

Composition of the mock community

Of the 166 fungi from the mock community for which we obtained Sanger sequences, all but four belonged to Phylum Ascomycota (the remaining were Basidiomycota). Of these, six Classes, 20 Orders, 35 Families and 53 Genera were represented. Complete taxonomic identifications along with BLASTn alignment scores against GenBank representatives are provided in Table S1 (Supporting information). As commonly observed in aquatic systems, the majority of taxa belonged to the ascomyceteous Classes Sordariomycetes (67.6%) and Dothideomycetes (18.3%).

Systemic taxonomic biases of primer pairs

Pearson’s chi-squared tests for independence indicated that there were no substantial differences between the Class level taxonomic distributions in the mock community vs. the OTUs obtained using community sequencing (\(P > 0.4\) for all primer pairs; Fig. 1a). Thus at the Class level, each primer pair captured similar communities. Differences emerged, however, when primer pairs were queried at lower taxonomic ranks. Collector’s curves on
the Order (Fig. 1b) and the Family (Fig. 1c) levels reveal differences among primer pairs in the amount of diversity captured. In general, the ITS primer pair ITS1f-ITS2 and the LSU primer pair LR0R-LR3 captured more orders and families than did the other primer pairs, with LR0R-LR3 outperforming all others. None of the primer pairs captured the single representative of the Order Ophiostomatales of the mock community; nor did they capture the rare members of the Families Anteagloniaceae, Corynesporascaceae, Cyphellophoraceae or Melanconidaceae – suggesting that these rare taxa might be discriminated against in mixed templates. Complete lists of OTUs and positive hits against the mock community are presented in Table S2 (Supporting information).
Assessing primer efficacy using a known mock community

None of the primer sets returned all of the pure culture species known to be included in the mock community. In fact, even the highest iterative observed richness ($S_{obs}$) estimates only returned about half of the known richness of the mock community - suggesting that all included primer pairs suffered from restricted taxon amplification, possibly due to the relatively shallow sequencing employed here. Nonetheless, the primer pair used to amplify the community had a significant effect on the estimated richness for both the ITS and LSU gene regions, indicating that choice of primer pair in our study would be expected to alter the snapshot of the fungal community acquired via amplicon sequencing.

For the ITS region, we found a highly significant, but biologically relatively minor, difference among observed richness estimates ($F_{2,2997} = 1573.98, P < 0.0001$). Tukey’s post hoc HSD indicated that all means were distinct from each other (Fig. 2a; Table S3, Supporting information), with the primer pair ITS7-ITS4 returning the highest richness (13.03% increase compared with the smallest estimate). Similar to observed richness estimators, we also found that the extrapolated minimum richness (Chao1) estimate depended on the ITS primer pair ($F_{2,2997} = 397.8, P < 0.0001$), although the ranking of primers differed slightly from the observed richness, with the primer pair ITS1f-ITS2 returning a slightly higher Chao1 estimate (8.70% increase compared with the smallest estimate; Fig. 2b, Table S3, Supporting information).

For the LSU region, choice of primer pair had a much more pronounced effect on estimated community richness, compared with the ITS region. LSU primers resulted in significant differences in observed richness estimates (Fig. 2a), with the primer pair LR0R-LR3 returning the highest $S_{obs}$ (24.67% increase compared with the smallest estimate, $t = 123.21, P < 0.0001$) and Chao1 (89.38% increase compared with the smallest estimate; $t = 63.71, P < 0.0001$) estimates. Importantly, the Chao1 estimated richness metric for the primer pair LR0R-LR3 (172.16 ± 35.66) suggests that, if sequencing had been deeper, complete capture of the 180 taxa in the target mock community might have been possible. Together, these results suggest that the choice of primer can be paramount when focusing on the LSU region.

Discussion

Experiments on microbial community ecology through sequencing are often conducted using common ‘universal’ primer pairs from the literature. We suggest that it can be fruitful to test potential primer pairs against mock communities comprised of isolated culture representatives, to help ensure the suitability of a primer pair prior to launching an expensive full-scale community sequencing effort. Such an approach may help ensure that the communities represented by sequencing capture the most diversity present in the target communities, whilst minimizing potential skewness in taxonomic distribution.

Here, we demonstrate a cost-effective, efficient and high-throughput method to optimize primer selection utilizing a locally isolated mock community to inform downstream sequence generation and analyses (Fig. 3).

It is noteworthy that whilst we utilized a detailed culture library for our mock community, this is not always required. Our isolates are voucher quality because phylogenetic placement is ongoing; however, one could
isolate samples for mock community analyses using a less detailed approach such as mixed isolation and streaking for single-cell isolates. Additionally, in the absence of experimentally derived isolates, an *in silico* approach could be adopted to aid in primer selection (see Angly *et al.* 2012; Bokulich & Mills 2013), but such an approach may lack the system specificity afforded by the simultaneous isolation of cultures alongside community genomic DNA. Also, the optimal primer pair might vary among systems and questions; therefore, it becomes crucial to make informed primer decisions on an experiment-by-experiment basis. For our study system, fungi associated with wood submerged in Panamanian rivers, the results here from both observed and extrapolated minimum richness suggest that, if the ITS regions were the preferred target, then the primers

**Fig. 3** Workflow depicting the steps involved in using Fluidigm IFC chips to test primer efficiencies. All images in this figure are in the public domain under Creative Commons CC0 1.0. Images of the Fluidigm IFC chip and Illumina MiSeq sequencer are taken directly from their respective websites.
ITS1f-ITS2 and fITS7-ITS4 would both be suitable because they captured similarly unbiased taxonomic distributions and similar amounts of diversity from the culture-based local mock community. Similarly, if targets on the LSU are preferred, the primers LR0R-LR3 outperformed the other LSU primers (and the ITS primers), capturing the most diversity with minimal organismal biases. It is important to note that there are myriad LSU or ITS primers beyond the most commonly used sets that were tested here and that some of these untested primers might be even more appropriate for our system.

With the advent of next-generation sequencing and its resulting revolution of ecology come novel challenges including computational limitations, optimization of bioinformatics methods and incorporation of complex environmental measurements into community analyses. These rapidly advancing molecular methods have drastically increased our understanding of community ecology, and studies on microbial ecology and the utilization of molecular methodologies will likely remain coupled into the future (Peay et al. 2008). Many aspects of experimental design can ensure the most unbiased and accurate analysis possible of the queried community, and there has been much focus to date on optimizing how the raw sequence data are screened and clustered to include only the cleanest sequences for drawing ecological conclusions (e.g., Huse et al. 2010; Kunin et al. 2010; Tedersoo et al. 2010; Bokulich et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2015a,b). These post-sequencing technical investigations are crucial to environmental sequencing efforts, but equally important are pre-sequencing considerations such as proper experimental design (Lindahl et al. 2013) and amplicon generation methods (see Bazzicalupo et al. 2013; Blaalid et al. 2013; Oliver et al. 2015).

Our results suggest that simple decisions, such as selection of primers used for amplification, may have large impacts on the study outcome. Though potentially influential, the informed choice of primers is often neglected (Bokulich & Mills 2013). Primers can skew the reported taxonomic distributions; nevertheless, general ecological patterns using different universal primers are generally consistent even though the magnitude and directionality of these shifts may differ (Blaalid et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2014). These effects might also depend on the taxonomic scale at which the data are examined. Our data would suggest that, even when broad scale detection of community-wide shifts are likely to remain unchanged, finer-scale patterns – that is, shifts of abundance at the OTU, genus, or family level – are likely to be strongly affected by primer bias.

In our study, the LSU primer pair LR0R-LR3 provided the best coverage of the mock community in terms of highest observed richness, extrapolated minimum richness estimates and recovery of the most taxonomic breadth in the collector’s curves. The use of richness estimators to determine suitability of primer selection is not without issue, namely richness estimates do not account for hetero/homogeneity of the taxa distributions (i.e. sample beta diversity and evenness). Additionally, one cannot be certain how such a method as described here scales to a full community analysis as one cannot predict the capture of unculturable taxa not encompassed within the mock community. Nevertheless, the ability to capture a larger proportion of known mock community members is a simple and robust way to inform primer choice prior to a large-scale sequencing investment. Whilst the criteria for choosing primers and even the gene region to target (i.e. ITS or LSU) will remain particular to the study’s experimental goals, utilizing the relatively inexpensive combination of Fluidigm Access Arrays with a singular Illumina HiSeq Nano reaction can allow researchers to a priori optimize quality data generation and thus downstream ecological inferences. We hope that this strategy can help researchers avoid placing of all their eggs in one basket (one primer set), which may result in inefficient sequence yields and/or skewed representation of reported taxonomic distributions from environmental data.

Conclusions
Here, we demonstrate the use of Fluidigm to optimize primer selection for microbial community analyses by utilizing a taxonomically similarly distributed mock community isolated from the same submerged substrate. Using pure cultures from the same sampling regime as the environmental DNA sampling allows for a unique ability to ensure that we are capturing environmental taxa most efficiently, as the mock community isolated from the same field collection will likely share much of the same inherent organismal primer biases. Although primer biases will likely never be eliminated, it is crucial to optimize sequence-based community ecology methods to minimize taxonomic biases to allow for informed inferences and interpretations of observed community ecological patterns.
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